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This paper Presents. an overview of_continuing. eduCation in the tallied
health professions. The objectiye was to examine the factora that make
continu'ing' allied health educafiOn in' unique ,category of .,adult . education.
Discudsed was the mandatory nature, of continuing' education' in the , allied
health . profess ions; and, a new philOsophy and administrative 'approa h was

'k recommended ,. £b those working in this setting:. listed were the veil., ty of
educational needs' existent in. the health care Sett1.7,g along with situations,;

,
and organizations that influence' the educational' goals of 'the health' care
profesdional. The characteristic's of, theSe prodessiOnal.5:-that ,make hem
atical adUlt learners were '.1tnnovitive. facilitation. techniques' to
atypical:-.-heffectiveneas (Of 'continuing' 011.*edi;healfh education . were also

- given._ The advantages andZ-tdisadvantages:Of, various edUCationalfsetfirigs
were presented. ft 'wafi concluded th'atinany. opPortunitieS. as. well chalt-
lenges exist. , for the..adUle.edUcator ;dishing .b work with the al).ied .health
professions. - . - ,



bringing. moire rapid change to the

allied health professions. Technologies were becoming more complex. Con-

e
v

sumers began to express concern over whether the skills ofallied health
.

'..

pxcifessionals Were up-to-date. The clamour grew for a monitoring system
q

that wou4 ensure that allied.l1 lth professionals maintained atleast.a

minumum level of technical ,competence. Public Law 92-603 was passed. The

law itself simply mandatecthe establishment of.Professional Standards Re-
.

view Organiiations (PSRO's). The byproduct of Publp Law 92-603, however,'

,was an increasing' demand for continuing education for allied.health profes-
.

sionals. The burgeoning of h new Twth'area in the field of dult educa-'

tion began.

As the years go by the demand for continuing education for allied health

professionals vontinues to grow. New requirments for continuing education'

are being 6stalllished.daily. Opportunities abound for adult educator
i ..

Howler, adult epucatOks who4work with allied health Rrofessionals face ,an

-- \ °
unique,and distinctly difficult task. This paper presents an overview of\

continuing education in the,allied health fields. Issues raised include:

1) The factors that make allied health an unique setting for adult education.\

2T .,.Th -.educational needs, healththe alth care professional. 3) The person-

alitY charadteilstics that make the health care professional an atypical

adult learner. 4) ;The advantages and disadvantages of various educational

settings.' and 5) Techniques that can be used to best stimulate learning in

the allied health setting.'



ALLIED HEALTH: AN UNIQUE SETTING FOR ADULT EDUCATION

..y
,

Adult educators working to provide continuing educition.for allied

health professionals face a special challenge. This is due to a number
.

,

i
.

of factors. First, the mandatory nature of continuing educatir in the
P

..

allied health. professions violates two of the most basic tenets ,of adult

learning theory. Second, the educatibnal needs of allied health profes-

sis'are complex and ipribd. And third many health care''profession-
.

al's exhibit personal and role related characteristics that often inhibit

the facilitation of learning.

Mandatory Education:

0

A Different .Philosophy

HistoriCally, adult learning theory 'has developed around two central

.beliefs. The first is that adults voluntarily participate in learning

experiences_to-satisfy-personal needs. The second is that adults generally_

are neither comfoLtable in, nor desirous of, learning,in a structured,

school-like atmosphere (Cunnin amv-1981). The psychological and methddo-.

_____ logical approaches most adult educators use when providing continuing, ed-

ucation are based on these beliefs. However, adult"educators must'be aware

that continuing education in the allied'health professiOns is based on a

Continuing education in the allied health proiessions is mandatory.

Institutional needs are seen as more important than individual needs.

Structure is demanded by regulatory agencies that define acceptable instruc.,

tic.,nal methodologies, number of hours of classrOom instruction' and gualifiT

cations for the certification of instructors. The burden of continuing



education in the allied health professions is to ensure a level 'of tech-

nical competence that meets specified standirds. The above conditions (-

are seertas reasonable in'light of the objective. Adulteducators who

work in the allied health setting must,be willing and able to ',adoptboth

a philosophy and an administrative approach that is appropriate to this

oc

Flexibility is.just or:, requirement of the adult

.

continuing allied health educatinn : A second requiremen

edUCator providing

understanding of the educational

needs are varied. Many-of them are prescribed by organizations with ark

4

needs of allied health personnel.

is a thorough

The:

inherent interest in the educational achievement of allied health person-

nel. Others are suggested by situations., Some of the organizations and

situations that influence the educational gpals of allied health profesli

.sionals.are listed below.

The Joint CoMmission on Accreditation for Hospitals (JCAH) has a major

impact on the educational goalsof allie health professionals. The mission

of the JointCommission.is to ensure the maintenance of minimum standards of

care in hospitals nation-wide. A hospital can lose its accreditation if it

fails to meet the standards of the Joint Commission. Therefore, the stan-
.

dards suggAt appropriate educational objectives. For instance, the 1980

1981. Joint Commission Quality Assurance Standard_generated,a need for.edu-

catIonal opportunitkes that define the standard and teach the development

.
ofqaerforMance stadarda: (performance standards are one `acceptable method



for demonstratinq that the Quality Assurance Standard is being met.) A

few years agO JCAH demanded that procedural manuals be deVeloped to prO-7

vide hospital personnel: with a step-by-step reference guide to thecom-

pletion of any task. At that point the overriding educational::neled' was'

for coutseseon the development of procedural manuals. The.:adult ucator'

needs to be aware of:CurientJCAH:reqUitements.

Federal, state and local governments have a significant ,imp t on' the

continuing education that is provided to allied health professitnalec By

defining quality care issues and training needs government bodies direct.

influence eflueational needs;. By' legislating poli ies and procedures for

issues such;:as Medicare and third party insurance payments, issues related

to health care, government[bodies indirectly influence educational needs.
AI,

N. .A hospital comptroller mush keep:abreatt Of changes in the'medicare pr97

visions or potentially, lOsehundreds:of thousands of dollars,in'revenue

annually. The adult edUcator:needs to beawate of/relevan Lfedera'state

that are CurArently affecting the allied health professions

tilum'i.

and local issues

rmacN each of the allied health professions'

is represented by its own pr essional-orgawization and/or licensing board.

This organization mandates the technical proficiency-its-members-must=have.

Often times, technical proficiency is defined 4 terms of the number Of

continuing education units (CBU's) completed. Many of the organizations

tie the completion of a Apecified number of CEIT's to relicensinq. Conten

rovider qualification and documentation requirements for the granting of



CEU'

b

differ :from organeation to drganization. The adult educator should

clear these requirements with the individual organizations.

The charecterastics of individual hospitals also affect the edudational

needs-Of,allied health professionals. Personnel, who work,for a hospital
..-

with'a recognized specialty require a more adVanced technical education. than

personnel who work,for a geneial hospital.' '1Vmedical/surgical unit in a rural

hospital must often be prepared to treat a brbader range of cases than a simi-
f

lar unit in an u bari.rnstitution. The size of the hospital is a related factor

in'determining its employees educational needs. Here again, the adult educator

must take the special needs of the specific hospital into ado:punt whenproviding

continuing education to allied. health

Educational needs that are general to the health care setting also exist.

-711k,

One of the most common.is the need for communication training. Communication

problems abound in the hospital setting. The existence of status hierarchies

rd the use of jargon amongst employees are two factors that contribute to poor

communication. Having to work with people that are sick and afraid further

complicates matters. Doctor/nurse, patient/care-giver and nursing/ancillary

N,
staff relationships are tyPically strained., Educational, opportunities that

help allied health professionals overcome communication. or similar problems

4.

areessentraI.

Finally, it is still necessary to assess the edudational needs of indi-

viduals. Some allied healthpersonnel fail to meet minimum compepency,levels.

Other alliodhealthqaersonnel exceed job standards but are interested in

having the' opportunity to face nesl,and different challenges. Educational



"71....

opportunities must be designed to meet the wide variety of individual needs

present in the health care setting.

In designing educational opportUnities to fit educational needs the
-. .

. . .
. .

adult educator should also consider learner'expectations. In terms of con-
,, 1

.
.

tent, the allied health professional expects to, ''bOttom line" informa-
,.

,I.'

Lion presented in the language (jargon) of the,hospital. Theory that is

presented without practical appliCation "how to's" is perceived as generally

meaningless. In te rms of administrative concerns, allied health professionals'

expect some consideration for those who work other thanLthe day shift. Pro
I

viding continuing education only during the day prevents a large number'of

'persons who desire educational opportunit ies from receiving elem. The adult

ki educator that meets the above expectations will be sincerely appreciated

in the allied health professions.

, .

The Health Care Professiohal: An Atypical Adult Learner Profile

.

To attempt a single profile of the allied; health professional would be

Unskilled workers, skilled technical personnel and highly edu-

cated,.4tiled professtonals work together to .meet.the needs of the health

care setting. Part of the Challenge of working with allied health profes-*

sionals is the diverSity of backgrounds and, skills each bringS to the le arning

impossible.

'situation However, some, generalizations can be made about the personality

.types an adult edOcatOr

'care setting.

is likely to encounter when working in the health

A distinctive personality type one might expect to encounter is the

"lifer."' "Lifers" are individuals who have worked at the same institution,



'f.

.

.

for many, often more than twenty, years. These individuals have seenchanges

"come and go. Many of them have adopted the attitude that they have made their

last change. Whatever has been working up to now will\just havto continue

. to work. This kind of attitude can destroy_a continuing education program.
0

The challenge to the adult educator is'clear.

Asecond common personality type, found particularly. in large, metropol-
.

itan areas, is the ,transient. The pay structure and wo \k schedule of-moat
. ,

hospitals encourages many to periodically change hospitals as a means of in-

creasing their salary or Working a better shift. Also? many alliedhealth
.

professional are martif6d toomilitary or corporate personnel and they move

reqularly,,when(their spouses are transferred. Transients can negatively af-
. ,

4
fect continuing education efforts if they have "short,timers" attitudes.

Such individuals must be motivated to grow and change even if they do not see

themselves using the new information and/or techniques in the near future.
fi

A third personality type is repreSented by many of the ex-military per-
.

sonnel working in the health care setting. These individuals are used to a

reglmented hierarchy-centered life. Many are highly uncomfontable in.a

.traditional adult.education setting where the learner is responsible for his/

her own education.

6

The individuals whose licenses are expiring and who need additional CEbls

quickly,typify a fourth personality type. These are generally individuals

who resent having to attend continuing education programs, or they would not

have waited to the last moment. The programs they enroll in are often chOsen

more for the programs' proximity to licensing deadlines than because ofany



persona1,4nterest in the topic. Further resentment is generated if these

individuals have to pay the tuition for the programs themselves. Motive

tion is almOst impossible if these individuals are already at the top of

their pay scale or if.they do not see the additional educationl,serVing a;
8.

an avenue to promotion.

A final personality type is exemplified by those persons who were sent

for continuing education by their supervisors: These individuals do not

\concentrate on the program's content- They spend the time worrying about,

why their boss sent them or thinking that their bo s has a problem and ahoul

be the one in attendance instead.'

ere are individuals working in the allied health professions that,

voluntarily attend every continuing education program they can. However, it

should be clear that the mandatory aspect of continuing allied healt' educe-

tion has resulted in the emergence of a different type of program participant^
. .

than has been seen in continuing education in the'Past.

CONTINUING EDUCATION: MAKING IT WORK IN THE ALLIED HEALTH SETTING

Despite the\fact that the mandatory nature of continuing education in

the allied.health'professions goes against traditional adult lftrning theory

and results in several non-motivated perhaps even antagonistic participants,
3/-

there is still much good that can be accomplished in the settings This sec-
.

tion presents specifiC information to consider when designing. continuing ed-

ucation programs for allidd health personnel. The advantages and, disadvantages

..:

of,choosing various educationL1 settings are reviewed.' Ahd; Anumber,of tra-



ditionAl techniques f r providing continuing education to allied health

personnel are offered with the addition of innovative twists.

, )

A Choice Of Educational Settings: Good and Bad

Many settings are available for the provision of continuing education

to allied health professionals . Each setting has its advantages and its

disadvantages. The two basic educational settings are the hospital and

places outside ofthe hoapital.

P ograms offered at the hospital might be limited to a single work

number:unit, a. related work*unitsia

all supervisors or all department heads)

terested employees. The advantages to presenting continuing education

specified level of employee (e.g.

or they might be open to any in -i

grams in :'the hospital are many.
.1

,
work together and who, together,

pro

The major advantage is that the people who

are responsible for implementing any new

techniques,or 'policies lear..the information together. A second advantage

P

is that sharing continuing education experiences builds cohesion. ac-

cessibility of all personnel to their work stations is a further advantage.

for a hospital running short staffed,'yet wishing to train a lot of, employees

at one time This last factor can also be a disadvantage, however. Key .

personnel can be called away,from the educational experience. on emergenby"

far too, easily. The advantage of having everyone hear the same. information

Is then lost. One-way to Vet around:thisApioblem is to p,resentthe program

in a retreat setting, away from the hospital. Aretreat setting allows for

nolhterruptions and implies that the hospital is seriousabout the educe-

tiOn it is providing. The expense :is oftem prohibitive, unfortUnately.



Whether the program is held in the hospital of ina retreat setting, there

is one major disadvantage to a program designed for hospital.employees only.
A

The disadvantagd is that some individuals will feel uncomfortable asking

guestionsabr speaking-freely when supervisors or co- workers are present..

Programs designed to be presented outside the_hospital..eliminate-the

abOve problem. Three settings for education outside the hospital are dom-
./

mon. They are meetings held by professional organizations,'public 'seminars

' addressing. Strictly hospital related issues and public seminars addressing

general mana ement concerts. All three are generally held in hotels, res-
,

taurants or' resorts:.

Meetings of professional organizationg are held locally, regionally

and oneinational scale. The purpose is.to promote exchanges between people.
- - L :

,-;;. , . . /.

.

who share similarresponsibilities. The ability to trade techniques, ,ideas1
,

.

concerns:and.even failures is the major advantage of this kind-of setting.

No significant disadvantages appear in this kind of a setting. . However, .
,

/ providing continuing education solely.through profesalbhal organizations is

not sufficient. The setting R does not4provide for interaction between> various

alfled health professions. The health care setting requires team work. Con-

tinuing education must be geared, at least in part, to the entire team.

One approach to bringing together allmembers of tilt health care team

exchange ideas and to learn new technigdes is the pub).ic seminar that

,

addresses only hospital related concerns. In all-but the technically oriented

,progfams there is.a healthy mix of lab technicians, medical records persohnel,

nurses and housekeepers. Everyone has an opportunity to leap the needs
.



concTins of the departments -e 4.c- interacts with on a daily _basis. ti, Everyone

speaks the same language and the information provided is crearly applicable.

The disadvantage is that often only on or two members of any one hospital

will attend a given publid seminar. On returning to the hospita4 seminar

attendees find they lack the support to institute change because others have

not heard- what they y..

Probal 1.y he least effective setting for continuing allied health edu-

cation is the general public seminar. Open to persons in banking, edudation

and industry as well as health care, the take home.-value is sometimes limited.

The concepts predentedat these seminars are generallYapplicable to the health
a

care setting. However, good information is sometimes disregarded if the ex-

-amples and jargon used, are fordign to the participants.

The settings presented above all 'presume a formal continuing education

'program., Informal settings such as a quiet area of the cafeteria for "brown

bag discussions" or a patient's bedside for reviewing clinical assessment'tech-
:,,

niques are equally relevant and sometimes more appropriate.

The Provision Of Continuing Education: Some Time-Tested and Some Innovative

Techniques °\_

Despite the increasing structure imposed.on continuing education for'the

allied health fields, some flexibility does remain for the creative adulted-

'ucator. who desires to provide innovative educatiodal experiewes. Examples

,of both innotrative and traditional educational eXperiences are presented.in-;-

- this section of the.paper.

The workshop or seminar is the most commonly used approach to providing

continuing education in the allied health fields today (Sullivan 1981).. Just



the workShop or seminar can beheld in 'several different settings, it
. .

can be conducted under several different types o f facilitators. S eminars

are often conducted by a hospital's education department. The adAntage of

this is that the staff of that department knows the institution, its people

and its problems. The didadvantages are two-fold. First many hospital

education departments are not.staffed with trained trainers (Poppenhagen

1981). Second, regardless of how knowledgeable and effective a trainer

might be, "the prophet rarely hath value in his own land."

To get around the above problem an outside consultant can be brought

in to conduct a seminar. There are,excellent consultants who have a broad

perspective and who are extremely knowledgeable about tile health' care setting.

The disadvantage here is that an outside consultant often has insufficient
p

information about a specific hospital: to optimally meet that hotgital's

needs. A'

An alternative is to solicft training on a lea' is one of

the nonprofit training /resource centers that meet the' assessment

and training needs of allied health persbnnel. Thede centers exist on the

regio 1 (e.g.The Hospita. Council of,doutherncalifornla), state' (e.g. The

lArginia Association foi Continuing Educatiod in the'Health Professions) and

, national (e.g.`The AMerican'Society of AlliedAiealth Professions) levels.

The 'advantagei,these centers offer are many. They have experienced trainers.
V

that understand the needs of allied health professionals.. They have know-

.

ledge of the hos taIs in.the community(ies) and the

able. They hay' /the capability of serving as a clearinghouse for

new information. They also have the power to serve in an advocacy role,'



ti

A totally different approach often used when providing continuing

education toJallied health professionals is to have some staff members

conduct skills training'for other'staff members. Certainly, the person

doing a technical job on a daily basis-knows it.best - there could not
4

be, a more knowledgeable instructor. And, many'allied health profession-

als find the chance to teach personally motivating. Yet, there is a P°-

tential disadvantage to staff teachhIg staff. If for any reason the peers

of the one selected to teach feel jealousy or 'resentment toward that in-

1

dividual, no learning will take place. This problem can be circumvented.

Try setting up an exchange policy with other hospitals whereby skilled

personnel from one hospital teach at hospitals other than their own. Iontral

staff conflicts are avoided, good technicians get the opportunity to teach

and new ideas and techniques are.exchanged from a variety. of Terspectived.

Educational television. and films represent a third approach to pro-

viding continuing education. Traditionally, these mediufty. were limited:,

because they did not alloW for any interaction between th learner and-

facilitator. Today, if a television program is broadcast live the problem

of one-way communication of information can be partially eliminated by

relying.On satellite communication and the use of telephone hook-up systems.

Being tied to live television brdadcasts is,still quite4estrictive, how7

ever. Computer assisted interactive video instruction allows for inter-.

*action without tying the learner to programs that are broadcr live:

Computer assisted interactive video instruction is a technique by

which a computer is hooked up to "a video recorder, film or slide projector.

4



.Relatively simple programming will,tell the computer to stop theeecorder

or projector and reques't imput from the learner. For instance .aftee a
e ,

highly technical segment of content the computer might stop the presenta-

tion to ask the learrier.ifWhe would like to see a portion of the ma-terial

again. Based on the learner's response' the ,computer will take the fdlmn

back to the requested material or will, start the film forward from the

,,present position. A second capabialty is to provide a quiz on the computer.

After scoring the learner's responses the computer can be programmed to

automatically re-show segments'of the film that deal with content the lear-
ti

ner has not mastered. These are just two ways computer assisted interactive

video instruction can be used.

A technique used in most hospitals today is simulations. Codes and

disasters are often simulated to drill health care personnel on procedural

N

f
4

or m ats. Meyer- (1980) reminds us that peopie thrive ownoveltyaand compe-'

She also reminds us that the simulation fognat requires people to

go beyOnd,the recall,peocesSto think and act. Creating simulations for

other frequently occurring situations in the health care setting would great-
,

ly enhance the continuinTeducation process.

Another option to consider is encouraging individuals

as a means of expanding their' knowledge. The research

o publish articles

involved in publishing 'a paper can teach an individual ,a great deal.

Certainly, other techniques serve to provide effective continuing ed-

ucaion experiences. The essential characteristic of any continuing educa-
\

.tiOn opportunity is that it

should begin to do individual needs assessments and career path counseling

is meaningful forthe participant. Hospitals.



for its employees. If employees felt that the education they were receiving

would directly benefit them in a tangible manner there might be less resisr

tance to the mandatory nature ofcontinuing allied health education.'

-SUMMARY

The growing need;for continuing'education in the allied.health profes-

sions has provided adult educators. with an unique opportunity to broaden
o

'theii market. However, it has also provided a tremendous challenge. The

mandatory nature of continuing education in the allied health professions

is philosophically anathema to most adult educators. The widely divergent

educational needs are demanding.. The number of non-voluntary adult learners

lends new meaning to the word motivation. Yet, the challenge can be met.

A large., number of educatiOnalHS-iftin4U both in and-Outside of the

hospital are available to enhance learning experiences. Many techniques .

are available for providing innovative' learning opportunities 1ew twist

on an old idea is often all that,is required. CreatiyitYand:SensitiVitY'

to learner.needs are.the key.

Working with the allied health professional can be an extremely rewar-

ding experience for the adult educator that is interested.in adjusting to.

the unique system.
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